Reminiscing the cultural heritage, Qutab Minar

Enjoy the cultural heritage in the capital of the country. Savour delicious delicacies from the streets of Old Delhi and the posh areas of Connaught Place.

The ideal place to reside in the capital, Jaypee Siddharth Hotel

Jaypee Siddharth Hotel is a sheer luxury with spacious rooms and modern suites. The hotel is located in the heart of the city and is equidistant from all major attractions.
The gleaming swimming pool, luxurious health spa and the eclectic restaurants guarantee a comfortable and memorable stay.

The Hotel is located at 14 kms from the Domestic Airport, 18 kms from the International Airport and 5 kms from New Delhi Railway Station.

At Jaypee Siddharth, detailed attention is given to the need of the guests to make the experience a fulfilling one.

The hotel is a fusion of elegant interiors and modern comforts. It provides customers with luxurious amenities and exceptional services.

Housing a 24-hours resto café, extensive conference and banquet spaces, the hotel enhances every aspect of your visit, taking care of each guest personally.

Nestled at a prime location, this deluxe edifice attracts innumerable national, foreign and seasonal business travellers every year.

This opulent landmark not only provides supplemented comfort to you and your family but also makes sure that you will go through one of the best hospitality experiences of your life.

Spacious rooms and suites, modern amenities and impeccable personalized services add a new dimension to guest comfort. The hotel offers a total of 102 rooms and suites including 24 Club Royal Rooms, 68 Deluxe Rooms and 2 Suites. The hotel has added 8 new guest rooms to its already elegant and chic collection.

This lavish creation offers the most sought after comfort that an individual craves for in a deluxe five star hotel.

Perfect Stay

Guest Room Facilities

- Wi-Fi
- Centrally air-conditioned
- Safe Deposit Lockers
- Iron Board
- Tea /coffee maker
- Mini bar

Nestled at a prime location, this deluxe edifice attracts innumerable national, foreign and seasonal business travellers every year.

This opulent landmark not only provides supplemented comfort to you and your family but also makes sure that you will go through one of the best hospitality experiences of your life.
Eggspectation is a multi cuisine 24 hour resto cafe which serves different style of delectable egg delicacies. The menu has been created to tantalize your taste buds by our Master Chefs. Timings: All day long

The Old Baker patisserie offers a range of oven fresh breads, cakes, pastries, chocolates and many other delicious products. Timings: 08:30 am to 11:00 pm

Tapas, the stylish and elegant lounge bar offers the finest domestic and imported spirits and wines along with a range of stimulating cocktails and appetizing snacks. Timings: Noon to midnight

Savour your taste buds with an eclectic mix of Indian and International cuisines at Jaypee Siddharth. It houses some of New Delhi’s best specialty restaurants and a bar that never fails to delight. It presents truly international service standards with world class chefs, tempting you with a delightful dining experience.

Timings:
Lunch: 12:30 pm to 03:00 pm
Dinner: 07:30 pm to 12:00 am

Paatra means a vessel, a deserving person or a character cast in a performance. The harmonious blend of the meanings of this beautiful word, make each meal a most enjoyable experience for diners at Paatra, the Indian cuisine restaurant.

The restaurant specializes in the myriad North Indian delicacies – classic & contemporary prepared in diverse cooking vessels. The refreshing aroma of the flavors & the traditional cooking styles takes you on a delectable culinary journey.

Timings:
Lunch: 12:30 pm to 03:00 pm
Dinner: 07:30 pm to 12:00 am

The Old Baker patisserie offers a range of oven fresh breads, cakes, pastries, chocolates and many other delicious products.

Timings:
08:30 am to 11:00 pm

Paatra means a vessel, a deserving person or a character cast in a performance. The harmonious blend of the meanings of this beautiful word, make each meal a most enjoyable experience for diners at Paatra, the Indian cuisine restaurant.

The restaurant specializes in the myriad North Indian delicacies – classic & contemporary prepared in diverse cooking vessels. The refreshing aroma of the flavors & the traditional cooking styles takes you on a delectable culinary journey.

Timings:
Lunch: 12:30 pm to 03:00 pm
Dinner: 07:30 pm to 12:00 am
"I Do Barbeque" is a multi-faceted lounge destination open to guests during evenings, allowing them to choose, cook, buy & barbeque meats and vegetables by themselves, all available at this venue. This is one of a kind concept that features an Open Terrace BBQ place at The Metro Grill, Jaypee Siddharth where you can exercise your culinary skills along with our chefs.

The shops are aptly titled "The Shop" wherein an array of raw meats and vegetables are available with accompanying marinades and rubs, along with a weighing scale to be used for portioning the order.

For those who prefer not to do the hard work, the Lazy Menu features brasserie style multi-cuisine foods such as pizzas, burgers, sandwiches, grilled food etc.,

Venue: Vatika terrace (‘O’ Level)
Timings: 06:00 pm to 11:30 pm
Price: Starting from INR 200
Meetings and Conferences

Jaypee Siddharth offers facilities ranging from spacious halls, to smart meeting and conference rooms. The facilities are meticulously designed to make every get together a memorable one.

Be it a summit, sales conference, or simply a business meeting, Jaypee Siddharth caters to all your needs. The hotel effortlessly blends 5-star opulence with conference facilities to provide you a never-before experience.

It has an inspirational setting for conferences and special occasions. The elegant Business Centre is expansive and uncluttered, creating a professional yet relaxed environment for delegates.

Royal Weddings

Located in the central part of Delhi, Jaypee Siddharth offers excellent banqueting facilities with a mix of indoor and outdoor options, chic and elegant venues having a capacity of up to 600 guests.

The hotel offers its wedding guests a wide range of sumptuous food and stylish set-ups. The wedding styles range from traditional, classic to suave and trendy, making the experience highly memorable. The personalised services provided to the guests make the hotel an extremely popular destination for weddings.

The trademark warmth and hospitality is reflected in our wedding management ensuring that every little detail, however small, is given the attention it deserves.
Leisure & Recreation

Jaypee Siddharth offers a wide range of recreational activities to make your stay a stupendous one. Apart from a wide selection of culinary options, the hotel has a beautiful outdoor swimming pool for you to enjoy & indulge in leisure with your friends & family.

You may relax, rejuvenate, or get ready for another day with our spa, salon, and fully equipped fitness centre offerings at Tamaya.

Tamaya offers salon services for women and men and a fully equipped gymnasium with world-class trainers.

A flowering tree, an altar, incarnation, all these meanings of Tamaya together represent the essence of life. Relieve stress, rejuvenate your body & soul at Tamaya – Spa, Salon & Wellness centre.

The specialized treatments being offered are Caviar Treatments. Other treatments include Moroccan Rassoul Body Wrap and Aromatic Anti-fatigue Moor Mud to name a few.
Places of Interest

**India Gate**
The 42 meters high, free-standing arch designed by Lutyens and built in 1931, is dedicated to those 90,000 soldiers of the Indian Army who died in World War I. The names of these soldiers are inscribed all along the walls of the arch.

**Red Fort**
It is the Indian President’s residence. The sprawling scrollop houses 330 rooms of which the most magnificent is the Durbar Hall under the main dome. This ceremonial hall is the venue for all official functions hosted by the President.

**Jama Masjid**
A flawless piece of architecture. Jama Masjid is situated on a natural elevation southwest of the Lal Qila. To the eastern gateway, is a cluster of shops. As one ascends the southern minaret, one can experience a spectacular panorama of the city and the southern skyline of New Delhi’s high rise buildings.

**Qutab Minar**
Situated within Surdas Reserve Forest is a Scenic Lake, Sur Sarovar. Qutab Minar is a tranquil spot, ideal for relaxed outings. A wide variety of fishes and water birds add to the lake’s natural charm and beauty.

**Safdarjung’s Tomb**
Built in 1753-1754, the tomb is the last enclosed garden tomb in Delhi. It has several smaller pavilions with evocative names like Jangli Mahal (Palace in the woods), Moti Mahal (Pearl Palace) and Badshah Pasand (King’s favourite). The main gateway houses a library maintained by the Archaeological Survey of India.